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ERIC W. ALLEN
(From Who's Who in America)
Born, Appleton, Wis., April 4, 1879. Died, Eugene, Oregon, March
5, 1944. A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1901; student Milwaukee Law

School. Married Ida (Sally) Elliott, January 1, 1906. ChildrenJohn
Eliot, Robert Kimball, Elizabeth Elliott (Mrs. Charles M. Gilbert),
Eric W. Jr. Prin. high school, La Junta, Cob., 1904. Newspapering
(Seattle P-I. and other papers) and engraving, 1905-1912. Founded
Department of Journalism, University of Oregon, 1912; dean School
of Journalism, 1916-44. Twice president, American Association of
Schools and Departments of Journalism. Member Delta Upsilon, Sigma
Delta Chi, national president Sigma Delta Chi, 1925. Unitarian. Author
"Printing for the Journalist."

FOREWORD
death of Eric William Allen, one of the pioneers in

THE
American journalistic education, has left a lonely feeling in
many hearts. Tributes to his achievements as a scholar, a teach-

er, a public-spirited citizen, and to the warmth of his helpful
friendship, have been coming in from all parts of the nation.
Newspapers have devoted leading editorials to appreciations of
the active and most useful career of this Oregon man of ideas
and ideals.
Reproduction of all these would be beyond the scope of any
such publication as this. The tributes which follow were delivered at an impressive memorial service in the music auditorium

at the University of Oregon, Sunday, March ,. It would be
impossible to include all that might be said of this versatile
mind, this public-spirited thinker. Each of the speakers at the
memorial service, however, in the brief time allotted, managed
to picture some shining facet of the great personality that was
Eric Allen.
References to his deceased wife, Sally, his companion of 37
years, were woven into the fabric of the occasion. It was felt that
alumni of the School of Journalism and other friends at a dis-

tance would appreciate having these tributes assembled in
booklet form, where they could be read and preserved.

The surviving family members have expressed their gratitude to the members of the committee headed by Dean Victor
P. Morris that made the arrangements for the memorial and to
those who contributed the music which made the occasion one
of memorable beauty and unity.GE0RGE TURNBULL.

EDITORS' KINDLY ADVISER
By PALMER Hoi
Publisher, The Oregonian, President O.N.P.A.

here today in sorrow and in joy. in sorrow because
WEonemeet
we love has gone from us. In joy because it is our high

privilege today to pay tribute to his memorya memory that
will ever live brightly with us.
We of the press of Oregon feel that Eric Allen is peculiarly

and particularly ours. He was a newspaperman by training in
his early years and a newspaperman in thinking in his later
life.

Eric Allen amassed no large estate; sought no great fame;
aspired to no high office. Yet in him was a measure of greatness.
His was the greatness of service. His was the greatness of fidelityto his own thinking, his own ideals, and his own soul.

Guns boomed no final freweIl; bells sounded no requiem
when Eric Allen died; no panoplied parade followed his mortal
remains to their final resting_place. But there was a deeper farewell in the thousands of hearts that had responded to his warm
friendship, a more solemn requiem in the minds of those who
had sat at his feet, and his funeral cortege was guarded by the
marching spirits of the legion who loved him.
In his relations with his family, with his friends, with students, and with the newspapermen of Oregon, Eric Allen exemplified the immortal lines from Hamlet:
this above all: to thine own self be true; and it shall
follow, as the night the day, thou canst not then be false to any
man.
Because Eric Allen was true to himself and what he believed,
he was a happy man. Devoted to his own and to his friends, Eric
Allen was absorbed in his chosen life work. He believed in high-
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er education and sought to make it better; he believed in newspapers and ever was anxious to improve them, individually and
collectively.

A true liberal and a devotee of democracy, Eric Allen subscribed wholeheartedly to freedom of the press_not as license to

unprincipled publishers but as the right of the people to the
free ulow of information so that they might be informed and so
that democracy might be enduring and self-perpetuating.
There can be no doubt that Eric Allen has left his imprint on
Oregon journalism. And there can be no doubt that journalism
is vastly the better for his having livedand for his having lived
in Oregon.

Not only did Eric Allen leave his mark on the practice of
journalism in Oregon but he left it on the human relationships
that bind it together.
In no other state do weekly and daily newspapers work in
such close harmony and cooperation as in Oregon. Much of this
teamwork and fellowship can be credited to him, for the Oregon

Newspaper Publishers Association was one of his best-loved
projects, and he could have been no more interested in it had he
been owner of a newspaper and permanent president.
The man's interest in Oregon newspapers was phenomenal.
The change of type, installation of new equipment or the chang-

ing personnel invariably brought commentsometimes critical,
generally understanding and approving. He stayed in touch,
and Oregon newspapermen had ever the habit of asking his
opinion and advice.

No outstanding or significant achievement either by individual or newspaper failed to arouse his interest, which invariably resulted in written comment expressing alike interest and
opinion.
Newspapermen of Oregon were proud of Eric Allen. They
knew that he had a high place nationally wherever men wrote
or thought of the practice of journalism. Oregon newspapermen
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were proud_and are proudof the School of Journalism and the
fact that it ranks at the top in America.
They are particularly proud today because they are remembering that the School of Journalism was founded by Eric Allen'
and nurtured from its infancy into mature, useful being by him.
Through me, the newspapermen of Oregon today pay lasting tribute to Eric Allen. And as they deeply mourn his passing
so they proudly hail his accomplishments.
Eric AllenHail and Farewell; Farewell and Hail!

*
OLD FRIEND AND COLLEAGUE
B GOODWIN THAcHER,

University of Oregon Fact1ty

once said that a man could know that he was

SOMEONE
old when his thoughts of the past meant more to him than
those of the future. Whether or not that is true, I do know that
the occasion which has brought us together this afternoonto
honor the memory of a dear friend and associatehas stirred my
own thoughts to dwell upon those early days at the University
of Oregon in which I first came to know Eric Allen.
When my wife and I, with our two little girls, came to Eugene in the fall of i 914, we were without friends in the community; and the first callers to seek us out were Eric and Sally
Allen. In them we found kindred spirits. Our children were of
the same age; our backgrounds and interests had much in common; and between the two families there developed one of those

intimate relationships_not too frequently foundthat lasted
for nearly thirty years.
Those were happy days for us all. The war in Europe was distant and unreal. Life was simple and innocent and leisurely and
frill of hope. We had no intimation then that it was the twilight
of an epoch. And they were happy days, too, for the University
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of Oregon. Under the benign leadership of Prince L. Campbell,
there was harmony and confidence and good will in a faculty

that included such men as Straub, Schafer, Young, Rebec,
Howe, Staffrd, and others of like stature.
It was in such an atmosphere that Eric Allen_recently drafted from the ranks of active newspaper worklaid the foundations of his School of Journalism. And it was exactly thathis

school"the lengthened shadow of one man." But it had to
be that. Professional schools of journalism were just being established, and there were no precedents to follow. Eric was a
pioneer in the field; and in that field his genius found a challenge and an opportunity to which it responded with brilliant
constructiveness. How well he builded the years have shown.
By every standard that is applicable, the School of Journalism
at the University of Oregon has ranked at or near the top in the
entire country. Its faculty was able and harmonious. Its curriculum developed in variety and strength. The original oneroom-and-an-office expanded into quarters that were adequate
if not pretentious. The University Press was added; the annual
Press Conference established; and with the emergence of the
first graduates of the school, and the infiltration of professionally prepared and liberally educated young men and women into
the field of journalism, there came the final convincing evidence
of the successful functioning of the school.
Meantime, the pioneers in the field and their associates were
discovering each other, meeting in conference and conventions,

and establishing their own codes and standards and societies;
and in these the place of Eric Allen was always deservedly at or
near the head of the table.
The last time I heard Eric make a public address was at a
dinner given in Portland in honor, I believe, of the election of
Palmer Hoyt_probably the most distinguished graduate of the

Schoolto the national presidency of Sigma Delta Chi. That
gave Eric an opportunity to recite the names of students of Ep's
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generation who had achieved prominence in journalism and allied activities. It was truly an impressive list. And I remember
that Eric emphasized the fact that the owners of those names
were still, relatively, young menwith many years of further
achievement still before them.
There are so many things I should like to say about Eric.
He was, as we all know, an idealistbut not at all in the sense

of being a dreamer and visionary. Rather, his was a militant
idealism, whose Utopias were to be built by immediate practical and political undertakings.

He was a great reader, and his memory was tenacious and
encyclopedic. If the word "scholar" seems too academic and
specialized to characterize Eric's mentality, I should say that
he was a great studentone who never stopped learning, and
one whose knowledge was constantly applied to the management of his own life and to the educational and humanitarian
causes in which he was interested.
He was a great traveler. He had visited Europe and had been
in the Orient and Mexico. And in America he had ranged from

New England to Arizona.
Eric was a pacifist. But his pacifism was no futile gesture of
renunciation, of submission, but an active militant effort to pro-.
mote the cause of world peace.
I should like to refer especially to Eric's famous class in Editing. No doubt Marjorie Goodwin, who speaks on this occasion,

will tell you something of that course in another way. It was a
unique coursein itself a liberal education, a complete and exacting discipline. But it was something more than that. That
course was the spearhead of Eric's evangelistic zeal. Basically,
Eric was a moralist and a rekrmer. And through the dynamic
impact of his personality upon the young people in Editing,
Eric was attempting to bring about the betterments in society
to which he was so intensely committed.
May I add a few words about Eric's marriage. It was always
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Eric and Sally, you knowor, not infrequently_Sally and Eric.
Perhaps what we call "happy marriages" are not so uncommon
as the pessimists would have us believe. But certainly the relationship of Eric and Sally was something beautiful and rare; and
just as certainly should we give credit to Sally_with her ardent
sympathies, her generous enthusiasms, and her own creative interestsfor much of Eric's successfulness.
There is one last thing I want to say, and that I'm afraid to
say lest I be misunderstood. We all know how heavily the hand
of death has fallen upon this community. Death is always grievous; and sometimes, being human, we rebel against its seeming
cruelties. But there are those of us closest to Eric who do not feel
that way about his passing. His life had been lived to a rounded

fullness. The four line children in whom he took such pride
were gone from his home. And when Sally left, he was forlorn
and disconsolate. The impairment in his hearing contributed to
his isolation. He accepted his fate with splendid courage and
patience; but I know from his own confession that he did not
want to live. The end came quickly and without pain_to him
or to those who might have become responsible for his care. We
shall miss him greatly and mourn his loss; but who is there to
deny that, in this case, death was kind and not victorious?

*
GOOD NEIGHBOR AND CITIZEN
By WILLIAM M. TUGMAN

Managing Editor, Eugene Register-Guard

HAVE come together this afternoon to talk fr a little
WEwhile
about a memorable experience which we have
shared, the friendship of Eric Allen, a man with whom we have

worked and lived. No grieving. No ceremonial display. No
flowers. Just a gathering of fellow-workers and fellow-citizens,
friends.
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Eric spent more than half his life among us. To some, no
doubt, he was "just another one of those deans." Or the grave
professor (the man with the pipe) who lived in the little frame
house behind the hedge near the foot of Birch lane. Or the man

who wrote those occasional letters to the editor of The New
York Herald Tribune, or The Oregonian, or even The RegisterGuard, on some world problem or national issue. (I wonder how
many recall his delightful satire on that educational conference
which proposed to abolish all rules of English grammar).
To still others, he was a citizen of Eugene who appeared from
time to time in public places and "spoke his piece" dispassionately, and disappeared. But, to most of us who are here this afternoon, Eric Allen was a much more intimate experience, and
therefore more difficult to analyze or explain. He and his wife
Sally came among us, reared their children, shared our lives,
left their imprint upon each one of us and upon this town.
One comes to take old friends for granted. Then suddenly, as
we say, they are gone. We look back. It is my guess that what
brings us together is the feeling that in this jumbled world it is
one of the recurrent miracles of living that we have friends. Perhaps there is no way to measure the experience except to borrow
Walt Whitman's words:
"I do not think seventy years is the Time of a man or
woman
Nor that the years will ever stop the existence of me or
anyone else."

We respond to the feeling that somehow the influence of
our friend goes on and on. I know that each of us could relate
many a story to illustrate the lasting contribution of Eric Allen
to the lives of those with whom he lived and worked and to this
town.
I shall relate just a few things. Eric Allen was a man who
never made himself conspicuous; you might say that he worked
through his friends.
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Some of us who are greatly interested in this state's highways
will see Eric Allen at many a bend of the road. When this editor
was a tenderfoot, it was Eric Allen who arranged for his first
tour of the state with Bob Sawyer, then a member of the highway commission. It was Eric Allen who was always conspiring

with that remarkable personality, Mrs. Jessie Honeyman, to
make this rough and ready state conscious not only of its roads
but of its roadside beauty.
You may never have heard of an expedition to Florence, at the
time of rhododendrons, many years ago, but I think you would
all agree in the good result. The Coast highway crosses the face
of Cape Heceta instead of burrowing three miles inland. (For
the butter-brown clams, smoked salmon, and other seductions
which were practised upon officialdom, others, not the Dean,
should be blamed). His interest was in the rhododendrons, the
scenic headlands, and the road.
From the front yard of the University, the noisy railroad has
been moved, and I can testify that it was Eric Allen, perhaps
more than any other, who planted that project deep in the subconscious of engineers and commissioners as a thing which must
be done. It has been done, and he lived to see it.
Many other memories return . . . Eric on snowshoes at

the summit of the old Willamette pass, measuring the depth
of winter drift and effcts of wind . . . Eric marshalling an
expedition over the harrowing old Sand mountain trail to Clear
Lake to cut cross-sections out of the giant firs which lie buried
in the lake; his purpose to get tree rings by which to trace the
exact year of McKenzie lava flows . . . an expedition to Bend
for onion soup with Sawyer . . . the Dean's old Franklin very
sick in the carburetor . . . disciples tinkering the Franklin
up Deadhorse hill with Eric steering, absently, and discoursing
on the civilization of the Navajo. . .
Eric's insatiable curiosity about the world and the people in
it took him far, and he often seemed remote, but his attention
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returned and centered on Eugene and this community in which
he lived when there was any important issue affcting the public
schools, the parks, the playgrounds, the city government. He
had a way of being on hand. He gave from his own purse, his
timeand his ideals and ideas.
However, I feel that what we shall treasure most in the recollection is the human being who was incidentally the dean and

public man. He was a most temperate man in all things, but
he enjoyed "the earthy"good food, good talk, robust friends.
To some of us will recur an evening with wild goose resting in
sauerkraut with Eric Allen and George Rebec evoking the philosophers, or the "reunion" which was held at the Dean's own

home last fall, with Sawyer come from Bendand an Oregon
salmon boiled in savories by recipes from "down Maine."

Or we will recall those impromptu gatherings when it was
good to let the rain fall and the fire blaze and the talk wander
at will. If we have regrets when a good friend is gone, I think
it is for the times when we have been too busy to enjoy the
friendtoo busy with "important" little things.
It is difficult to say just what Eric has left us, except possibly
some of his remarkable faithfaith in this thing called a free
press which he served, despite all its faults and fiuilures; faith
in people, despite all our sins; faith that reason will some day
establish justice and put an end to wars, and to cruelty in all
its forms.

It may seem a bit odd to liken our effacing and sedentary
friend to a sailor, but his mind cruised the universe, and from
Whitman we will borrow this parting salute:
"Now obey thy cherished secret wish,
Embrace thy friends, leave all in order;
To port and hawser's tie no more returning,
Depart upon thy endless cruise,
Old Sailor!"
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WISE, SYMPATHETIC TEACHER
By MARJORIE MAJOR GOODWIN

Editor, Oregon Daily Emerald

are many things that Dean Allen's students would

THERE
like to say_now that he is gone they would say them
wherever they are, in whatever part of the world, quietly, with-

out extravagant language, and they would say them and feel
them soberly_as a dedication to his wise teaching.

During the past two weeks, the students who such a little
while ago sat in his class have been trying to remember all that

he said_trying to keep hold on what remains of the teacher
and friend they have lost.
It seems impossible, somehow, that Dean Allen isn't reading
what we've written any more! It is hard to understand that he
isn't in his office, ready and eager to hear about our projects and
our ideas.

"Maybe the Dean knows about thatlet's go and ask him!"
How that indicated faith in the man!
He was a great teacher, one of the few. His curiosity to know

why_and howinjected a rare vitality into his classroom talks
with us. His eyes always lighted up when he detected that one
of us had done some original thinking. He tolerated no secondrate mouthings of half-truths and made sure that they did not
slip by unchallenged. He looked for every ounce of ability and
understanding in each of us. He looked for honesty, and very
few gave him anything less. He looked for hard work and adult
attitudes.

He inspired us, shook us up quarreled with us so that we
would be obliged to examine our attitudes. He never let us sit
in a passive vacuum without responsibility. He treated us as
adult citizens with important work to do, vital problems to face,
reasoned solutions to discover.
He was a brilliant teacher, retaining the humble spirit which
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never stops learning from others. "You know," he'd say, "the
older I get the more I listen to other people. . .
He was our friend. The life of Dean Allen, and his greatness,
shows in his capacity of comforting and doing for others. Stu-

dents will remember the smile that broke across his face, his
jokes. They will remember his home, and his happiness when
people surrounded himwhen good talk came easily.
Ingrained and cherished in these memories is that of Sally
Allen, who took students into her heart and into her home.
After her death, the Dean spoke of her often to us. We remem-

ber the tight feeling in our throats when he mentioned her

quietly in class ......Everyone fell in love with Sally at
first sight_just as I did. . .
Somehow, we know that he was helping us to live better.
Perhaps it was because he was shrewd as well as visionary. Calmly, logically, he interpreted world happenings, and
taught us how to piece together some order and some hope in
that world. We had found it easy to be disillusionedto believe
in very little. He tried to show us that a sour answer to world
events was as blind as static optimism. He urged us to "choose
up sides," to fight for the things we understood to be good.
As his students, who talked with him day after day, we will
remember what he would want us to do . . . . he told us
many times. We can make it a true saying that "no work ever
begun shall pause for death." He would have been proud that
we chose to remember and take heed of the principles he demonstrated for us.
It has been the custom, over a long period of years, for grad-

uating students to write letters to Dean Allen by the hundreds
telling about new jobs, new babies, new discoveries. If all of
us were able to write our letter to him now, these are the things
we would say:
You have helped us when we needed help.
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You have inspired us, when inspiration was only a dusty
word.

You have shown us good and evil, and given us tools for
marking out the trail. . .
Godspeed, and all happiness
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